
RIYADH: Fizzing with boyish exuberance,
Saudi programmer Zainalabdin Tawfiq
could be mistaken for a college freshman,
but the popularity of his “honesty” app
has shone a spotlight on the conservative
kingdom’s nascent tech scene. Tawfiq cat-
apulted to fame when he took time out of
his day job as a business analyst last year
to develop an anonymous messaging
tool called Sarahah-honesty in Arabic-
that subsequently topped the charts for
app downloads.

Initially conceived as a tool for soliciting
bluntly frank workplace feedback, Sarahah
has found its way into the smartphones of
millennials worldwide, even as critics have
raised alarm about trolling and privacy
issues. “Sarahah is the digital equivalent of
an old-school suggestion box,” 29-year-old
Tawfiq told AFP, adding that it is built on the
premise that stripping users of their identity
promotes ruthless honesty. “Feedback is the
goal-anonymous feedback.”

The app has a frugal design and a sim-
ple prompt that encourages users to
“leave a constructive message :)”, with the

recipient not allowed to reply but only
share it on social media or block the
sender. Its mass appeal stems from the
appetite in the Arab world-notorious for
online censorship-for unfiltered platforms
for expression, though Tawfiq said it has
also gained a strong popularity in
Western countries. Such has been its
power to knock down social barriers that
obstruct free speech that one user
described it as an app where you can “hit
enter on comments you would have oth-
erwise backspaced”. Sarahah has so far
drawn 85 million registered users, and
rocketed to the top of the Apple app
store in some countries, ahead of heavy-
weights such as Snapchat and Instagram.

‘Oil’s decline, entrepreneurship’s rise’ 
That a Saudi app could gain such suc-

cess spotlights hidden potential for tech
innovation and entrepreneurship at a
time of economic transformation in an
ultra-conservative country. “The success
story of Sarahah really proves that Saudi
startups can achieve spectacular gains

when properly supported,” said Nawaf
Alsahhaf, CEO of Badir, a government-
backed technology incubator that helped
Tawfiq. “There truly is undeniable poten-
tial behind Saudi startups we currently
incubate,” he said.

Saudi Arabia is promoting private
enterprise as part of its ambitious reform
program to move the kingdom away from
its dependence on oil revenues. “It is clear
oil’s decline and entrepreneurship’s rise are
necessarily intertwined,” the Beirut-based
venture capital firm Leap Ventures wrote
on its website last year, noting a new
growth in disruptive tech innovations in
the region. A new breed of Saudi startups-
from an on-demand roadside assistance
app called Morni to Hunger Station, a food
ordering portal-have recently drawn the
attention of venture capitalists.

Minimizing abuse 
Tawfiq said he is in negotiations with

venture capitalists from the United States,
China and the Arab world, without dis-
closing details, in response to critics who

question whether his app can be effec-
tively monetized. In some gender-segre-
gated Arab societies, men have used
Sarahah for secret love confessions, but it
has also been used by service delivery
companies to harvest constructive feed-
back and psychiatrists in far-away
Mumbai to engage openly on subjects
such as sexual health.

Sarahah has come under fire for being
a troll magnet-but Tawfiq said that prob-
lem was common to all major social
media platforms. It has also recently been
accused of secretly harvesting the
address books of users. Tawfiq rejected
that claim and said he plans to remove
Sarahah’s address upload feature with the
next update. He currently runs a tight
ship with another business partner and
three customer support executives, but is
considering leaving his day job to focus
on Sarahah full time. “I believe that even
one case (of abuse) is actually too many,”
Tawfiq said. “I won’t tell you how, but my
aim is to make the job of misusers as diffi-
cult as possible.”—AFP
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Saudi Arabian ‘honesty’ app takes internet by storm

SAN FRANCISCO: Security guard Eric Leon
watches the Knightscope K5 security robot as it
glides through the mall, charming shoppers with
its blinking blue and white lights. The brawny
automaton records video and sounds alerts.
According to its maker, it deters mischief just by
making the rounds. Leon, the all-too-human
guard, feels pretty sure that the robot will some-
day take his job. “He doesn’t complain,” Leon
says. “He’s quiet. No lunch break. He’s starting
exactly at 10.”

Even in the technology hotbed stretching
from Silicon Valley to San Francisco, a security
robot can captivate passers-by. But the K5 is only
one of a growing menagerie of automated novel-
ties in a region where you can eat a delivered piz-
za made via automation and drink beers at a bar
served by an airborne robot. This summer, the
San Francisco Chronicle published a tech tourism
guide listing a dozen or so places where tourists
can observe robots and automation in action.

Yet San Francisco is also where workers were
the first to embrace mandatory sick leave and
fully paid parental leave. Voters approved a $15
hourly minimum wage in 2014, a requirement
that Gov. Jerry Brown signed into law for the
entire state in 2016. And now one official is push-
ing a statewide “tax” on robots that automate
jobs and put people out of work. It’s too soon to
say if the effort will prevail, let alone whether
less-progressive jurisdictions might follow suit. 

The tussle points to the tensions that can
flare when people embrace both technological
innovation and a strong brand of social con-
sciousness. Such frictions seem destined to esca-
late as automation makes further inroads into
the workplace. One city supervisor, Norman Yee,
has proposed barring food delivery robots from
city streets, arguing that public sidewalks should
be solely for people. “I’m a people person,” Yee
says, “so I tend to err on the side of things that
should be beneficial and safe for people.”

Robot tax 
Jane Kim, the city supervisor who is pushing

the robot tax, says it’s important to think now
about how people will earn a living as more US
jobs are lost to automation. After speaking with
experts on the subject, she decided to launch a
statewide campaign with the hope of bringing
revenue raising ideas to the state legislature or
directly to voters. “I really do think automation is

going to be one of the biggest issues around
income inequality,” Kim says.

It makes sense, she adds, that the city at the
center of tech disruption take up the charge to
manage that disruption. “It’s not inherently a
bad thing, but it will concentrate wealth, and it’s
going to drive further inequity if you don’t pre-
pare for it now,” she says. “Preposterous” is what
William Santana Li, CEO of security robot maker
Knightscope calls the supervisor’s idea. His com-
pany created the K5 robot monitoring the
Westfield Valley Fair mall in San Jose.

The private security industry, Li says, suffers
from high turnover and low pay. As he sees it,
having robots handle menial tasks allows human
guards to assume greater responsibilities - like
managing a platoon of K5 robots - and likely
earn more pay in the process. Li acknowledges
that such jobs would require further training
and some technological know-how. But he says
people ultimately stand to benefit. Besides, Li
says, it’s wrong to think that robots are intended
to take people’s jobs. “We’re working on 160 con-
tracts right now, and I can maybe name two that
are literally talking about, ‘How can I get rid of
that particular human position?’” The question of

whether - or how quickly - workers will be dis-
placed by automation ignites fierce debate. It’s
enough to worry Bill Gates, who suggested in an
interview early this year a robot tax as a way to
slow the speed of automation and give people
time to prepare. The Microsoft co-founder hasn’t
spoken publicly about it since.

A report last year from the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development con-
cluded that 9 percent of jobs in the United
States - or about 13 million - could be automat-
ed. Other economists argue that the impact will
be much less drastic. The spread of automation
should also generate its own jobs, analysts say,
offsetting some of those being eliminated.
Workers will be needed, for example, to build
and maintain robots and develop the software
to run them. Technological innovation has in the
past created jobs in another way, too: Work
involving new technologies is higher-skilled and
typically higher-paying. Analysts say that much
of the extra income those workers earn tends to
be spent on additional goods and services,
thereby creating more jobs. “There are going to
be a wider array of jobs that will support the
automation economy,” said J P Gownder, an ana-
lyst at the research firm Forrester. “A lot of what
we’re going to be doing is working side by side
with robots.”

Jobs replaced by machines 
What about people who lose jobs to automa-

tion but can’t transition to more technologically
demanding work? Lawmakers in Hawaii have
voted to explore the idea of a universal basic
income to guarantee wages to servers, cooks
and cleaners whose jobs may be replaced by
machines. Kim, the San Francisco supervisor, is
weighing the idea of using revenue from a robot
tax to supplement the low wages of people
whose jobs can’t be automated, like home
health care aides.

Doug Bloch, political director of Teamsters
Joint Council 7 in Northern California and north-
ern Nevada, said there have been no mass lay-
offs among hotel, trucking or food service staff
resulting from automation. But that day is com-
ing, he warns. Part of his responsibility is to
make sure that union drivers receive severance
and retraining if they lose work to automation.
“All the foundations are being built for this,” he
says. “The table is being set for this banquet, and
we want to make sure our members have a seat
at the table.” Tech companies insist their prod-
ucts will largely assist, and not displace, workers.
Savioke, based in San Jose, makes 3-foot-tall
robots - called Relay - that deliver room service at
hotels where only one person might be on duty
at night. This allows the clerk to stay at the front
desk, said Tessa Lau, the company’s “chief robot
whisperer.” “We think of it as our robots taking
over tasks but not taking over jobs,” Lau says. “If
you think of a task as walking down a hall and
waiting for an elevator, Relay’s really good at that.”

Similarly, friends Steve Simoni, Luke Allen and
Gregory Jaworski hatched the idea of a drink
serving robot one night at a crowded bar in San
Francisco. There was no table service. But there
was a sea of thirsty people. “We all wanted
another round, but you have to send someone
to leave the conversation and wait in line at the
bar for 10 minutes and carry all the drinks back,”
Allen says. They created the Bbot, a box that
slides overhead on a fixed route at the Folsom
Street Foundry in San Francisco, bringing drinks
ordered by smartphone and poured by a bar-
tender - who still receives a tip.  —AP 

SAN FRANCISCO: Ordering pizza from the
sofa without lifting a finger has joined the
list of modern-day conveniences thanks to
a hot trend in voice-commanded smart
speakers. Amazon, Apple and Google are
duking it out with devices designed to sit
out of sight in homes, awaiting spoken
commands to tend to tasks such as order-
ing goods, finding information, playing
music, mapping routes, or reading email.

According to Gartner, the market for
voice-activated speakers equipped with
artificial intelligence and synched to the
internet will grow to $3.52 billion in 2021
from $360 million in 2015. While it is diffi-
cult to assess how many people use the
devices to order online, industry analysts
see it as a trend. “Shopping through speak-
ers is still an early adopter activity,” said
Creative Strategies analyst Carolina
Milanesi. “It’s going to be slow. It’s not
going to be overnight.”

Thanks to bargain prices for Amazon
Echo devices in particular, smart speakers
are becoming mainstream but consumers
are not yet ready to fully trust the technol-
ogy, Milanesi said.  Voice-controlled shop-
ping, for now, involves mainly straight-for-
ward, repeated buys such as laundry soap
or dog treats, with people tending to want
to actually see big-ticket items, especially if
they involve style or color choices, she
contended.

Minimal effort 
Lifestyles revolving around smart-

phones, with less time spent in front of
desktop or laptop computers, were expect-
ed to enhance the lure of shopping by
voice. A fan watching a sporting match on
television can simply call out for their
favorite pizza. Someone cooking can give
an oral order to restock olive oil before they
forget. “Convenience is something that
drives a lot of behavior,” Milanesi said, not-
ing that voice-commands even spare the
trouble of tapping a screen to open an app.

“It’s human behavior, the least amount
of effort for the greatest reward.” Analyst
Jack Gold of J. Gold Associated considered
voice-shopping a major trend that has
been embraced by distributors and tech-
nology firms, Amazon foremost among
them. Amazon launched its first Echo
device in 2014 and has already sold mil-
lions of the smart speakers, according to
industry trackers.

Echo devices are built with Alexa artifi-
cial intelligence for conversational style
interactions. Amazon dominates the smart
speaker industry, with 70 percent of the
market in the US while second-place
Google Home has about 24 percent,
according to eMarketer. And with the
recent acquisition of trendy Whole Foods
organic supermarket chain, Amazon will
enable Echo users to order groceries from
those shops. It will also sell the smart
speakers at Whole Foods, giving the online
retailer real-world outlets.

Amazon’s Alexa and Microsoft’s Cortana
will start talking to each other in a first of its
kind alliance of rival digital assistants, the
companies said this week. Echo device
users will be able to ask Alexa to bring in
Cortana as a “guest” to tend to tasks such as
booking meetings or reading work email.
Meanwhile, those with devices powered by
Windows 10 software will be able to have
Cortana bring in Alexa for tasks such as
controlling smart devices in homes or, of
course, ordering items from Amazon.

Spoken loyalty 
Apple this year unveiled a “HomePod”

speaker set to begin shipping in December.
Not to be left behind, South Korean con-
sumer electronics colossus Samsung
recently announced it is working on a
smart speaker. Wal-Mart, the world’s
biggest retailer, and Google are teaming up
in an attempt to challenge Amazon’s grow-
ing dominance in online shopping. 

The venture marries Google’s hands-free
voice activated Google Home software to
Wal-Mart’s vast network of US stores to
allow customers to order groceries and
other items to be home delivered through
Google Express. Voice-commanded shop-
ping is a good way to enhance customer
loyalty, and companies could eventually
start pushing ads through smart speakers,
according to analyst Gold.

“Attracting customers to their market-
places is exactly what (companies) want,”
Gold said, warning that the trend could
wind up better for businesses than for con-
sumers as shopping gets concentrated, say
at Amazon or Google Express. “It’s a contin-
uous strategy.” Analyst Colin Sebastian of
Baird expected voice shopping to bite into
Google’s revenue over time as voice inter-
actions mean fewer online ads served up
by the internet company.—AFP

BERLIN: Chinese electronics giant Huawei
on Saturday unveiled its first mobile personal
assistant with artificial intelligence in Berlin,
in hopes it will rival the dominance of
Samsung’s Bixby and Apple’s Siri.
“Smartphones are smart but they are not
intelligent enough,” Richard Yu, chief execu-
tive of Huawei’s Consumer Business Group,
said at this year’s IFA electronics fair. The
mobile assistant, called Kirin 970, will system-
atically respond to three questions-”the most
important combination,” Yu said: Where is the
user? Who are they and what are they doing?

“You ask your personal assistant what’s
the weather in Berlin,” Yu said. “But in-
device AI already knows that you’re in
Berlin, on work assignment, on your way to
a meeting, and if you’re waiting outside or
if you’re already inside the car”. Internet

giants have been investing heavily in creat-
ing software to help machines think more
like people, ideally acting as virtual assis-
tants who get to know users and perhaps
even anticipate needs.

And as smartphones and other electron-
ic devices make greater use of artificial intel-
ligence (AI), the digital assistants already
pervasive in our lives are set to become
more intuitive and play a bigger role in our
homes, observers say. But unlike its com-
petitors’ virtual assistants, which collect and
gather information in the internet cloud,
the prowess of Huawei’s AI assistant lies in
processing data on the smartphone, rather
than in the cloud. Yu did not offer details
into what type of smartphones the chip will
be installed in nor what price range those
smartphones will fall into.—AFP

SAN FRANCISCO: Tinder for the first time
became the top-grossing app in Apple’s online
shop, topping the likes of Netflix, Pandora and
hit mobile games like “Clash Royale.” Tinder
wore the crown as the top money-making app
at the App Store, according to rankings posted
online by market data firm App Annie on Friday.
Tinder, which made its debut five years ago, lets
people swipe left or right on profiles to indicate
those that they like as possible date partners.

The dating application’s ascension to the
top came quickly after it announced this week
the worldwide roll-out of a new “Gold” service
with features including the ability of sub-
scribers to see who out there has “liked” them.
Tinder Gold was described in a blog post as a
“members-only service, offering our most

exclusive features: Passport, Rewind, Unlimited
Likes, five Super Likes per day” and more.
“Think of it as your personal Swipe Right
concierge-available 24/7 — bringing all of
your pending matches to you,” Tinder said. 

“Now you can sit back, enjoy a fine cocktail,
and browse through profiles at your leisure.”
Tinder Gold made its debut at $4.99 a month,
and was to be available on Android-powered
smartphones in a month or so. Tinder intro-
duced a “Plus” subscription service in 2015 that
freed users of a daily cap on the number of
“swipes,” and has pursued ad revenue. Tinder,
owned by a Match Group subsidiary of
IAC/InterActiveCorp, boasts some 50 million
users and is reported to be valued at several
billion dollars.—AFP

RIYADH: Picture shows Saudi programmer
Zainalabdin Tawfiq, developer of the
‘Sarahah’ app, giving an interview with AFP
at his office in the capital Riyadh.—AFP

Growing dilemma: Automated 

jobs meet social consciousness

SAN JOSE: In this photo, Sophie Li, of Cupertino, California, offers to dance with a K5 robot made
by Knightscope, Inc., at Westfield Valley Fair shopping center in San Jose, California. —AP photos

SAN JOSE: In this photo, Steve Cousins, CEO of
Savioke, talks while sitting next to a Relay robot.

SAN JOSE: In this photo, James Mak, left, and
Marco Mak touch Pepper the robot.

Ask and you shall receive 

in world of voice shopping

Dating app Tinder finds 

gold at Apple’s App Store

Huawei unveils mobile

AI assistant at Berlin’s IFA

SAN FRANCISCO: In this file photo, Google Home, right, sits on display near a Pixel
phone following a product event, in San Francisco.—AP


